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SUMMARY '

Inspection on March 31 to April 11, 1980

Areas Inspected |
This routine, unannounced inspection involved 88 inspector hours on site

!

in the areas of followup on bulletin 79-01B, followup on previous inspection
findings, fuel receipt documentation, witnessing of refueling activities, and
monitoring of outage maintenance activites.

Results

Of the five areas inspected, no items of noncompliance or deviations were
identified.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees
4

*G. Westafer, Maintenance Superintendent,

*T. E. Lutkehaus, Technical Support Superintendent
*G. Williams, QA/QC Supervisor
*J. Kraiker,- Assistant Operations Superintendent
*J. Bufe, Compliance Auditor
*K. Lancaster, Compliance Supervisor

.

J. Cooper, QA/QC Compliance Engineer
G. Perkins, Chemistry / Health Physics Supervisor
R. Clarke, Health Physics Technician
D. Poole, Plant Manager
D. Farless, Instrumentation Supervisor
H. Faulkner, Instrument Technician3

R. V. Matthews, Instrumentation Technician

Other licensee employees contacted included 6 technicians and several
office personnel.

Other Organizations

Paul Dimitrik, Butler Service Group, Inc.

NRC Resident Inspector

*B. Smith

* Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on April 11, 1980 with<

those persons indicated in paragraph I above. The inspector reviewed the
two weeks inspection and the open status of several items. The licensee
agreed with the inspector's comments and committed to have compliance

-procedure CP-107 issued before May 1, 1980 and to have a complete set of
instructions for the operation of the Tsat/Psat meter prior to resuming
operation.

3. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings

Closed-Unresolved Item 80-06-03 on whether test instruments CT-931 and
TI-135 were used in the calibration of safety-related squipment. The
inspector' reviewed the licensee's verification that neither the 0-10,000 PSI
pressure gauge, CT-931, nor the clamp-on ammeter, TI-135, was used in the
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testing of safety-related equipment during the interval between March and
August 1979 when both instruments were found to be outside their calibration
tolerances. The inspector independently reviewed copies of SP-602, SP-650,
and MP-119 on relief valve testing which require recording the reference
gauge serial number, and calibration due date and CT-931 was not used. The
inspector also performed a spot check of electrical maintenance shop records
and could find no record of TI-135 being used during the period.

4. Unresolved Iters

Unresolved items were not identified during this inspection.

5. IE Bulletin Followup Activity

I.E. Bulletin 79-01B required the licensee to generate lists of electrical
equipment whose proper operation is necessary to shutdown and cool down the,

; reactor plant in the event of a design basis LOCA, of a high energy'

(>200PSIG) line rupture occurring either inside or outside containment, or
of the high radiation fields associated with a damaged core. In parallel
with this licensee effort, the inspection independently generated a similar
list of motor operated valves, pump motors, instrumentation detectors,
relays, and motor control switchgear. These lists were based on a review
of plant's emergency procedures, abnormal procedures and operating proce-
dures and utilized the plants' " Flow Diagram" drawings. Finally a walkdown
of the high energy lines outside the containment was performed as well as a
walkdown of the reactor coolant system letdown lines. The final list of
equipment was forwarded to the regional office for their use in reviewing
the licensee's bulletin response.

6. Followup on Previous Inspection Findings

Open-Inspector Followup Item 80-06-01 on the need for an approved procedure
for test equipment used on safety related test equipment. The inspector
discussed the status of the draft version of CP-107 with the licensee and ;

contractor personnel. At the present time the draft format of the procedure !contains two sections, one for test instruments used on safety related
.

equipment and one for instruments used on nonsafety-related equipment. It !is further understood that for safety-related test instruments: (1) they
would be maintained,~ calibrated, and disbursed by the calibration labor-

,

atory, (2) they would be required to be used when recording official data
on all equipment identified as " Safety-Related" by an "S" in the plants'
" Safety Listing" manual, (3) every instrument would be given a calibration lcheck each time it is returned to the calibration lab. The inspector
performed an audit of the following systems identified in the safety listing
to insure that the equipment listed met or exceeded the list of minimum
necessary equipment for shutdown and cooldown of the plant, as discussed in
paragraph 5: Main and Rehea,t Steam, Emergency Feedwater, Feedwater, Nuclear
Services Closed Cycle Coding, Nuclear Services and Decay Heat Sea Water,
Decay Heat Closed Cycle Cooling, Decay Heat Removal, Reactor Coolant,.

Makeup and Purification, and Reactor Building Spray.
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The following were key aspects of the test instrument program for nonsafety-
related equipment; (1) the instruments would be calibrated in the calibra-
tion laboratory but distributed to the shops, and usage would be the shop's
responsibility, (2) may be used in trouble shooting but not calibration of
safety-related equipment, (3) may be used for any work on nonsafety-related
equipment and (4) calibrations would be scheduled on at least_a_ yearly _ _ _ _ . _
basis.

The licensee's management agreed with the inspector's synopsis of the draft
version of CP-107 and stated that their intentions were to have the final
document issued the week of April 28, 1980. The inspector stated that the
item would remain open for inspection followup once CP-107 had been formally
issued.

.

Open-Open Item 80-14-10 concerning providing the operators with information
on what parameter is being displayed on the Tsat/Psat meter. The inspector
reviewed the switch arrangement on the Tsat/Psat computer in the 4180V
Vital Switchgear room and on the main control board panel mounted meter.
The review identified five control type switches, namely: on the Control
Board panel meter (1) T /T switch, (2) Sensor 1/ Sensor 2 switch, (3) Loop
A/ Loop B switch, (4) TsNt/[' sat switch and on the Computer (5) a 2 digit
thumbwheel " Function Selectors". The only documentation that the licensee
could find on the Tsat/Psat computer system was a draft B&W procedure which
refered to three switches namely: (1) Remote Display Loop A/ Loop B switch,
(2) Input Selector Switch (8 position thumbwheel switch), and (3) Function
Selector Switch (8 position thumbwheel switch). The licensee stated he had
no idea what the specific function the panel switches provided. He agreed
to obtain an applicable technical manual for this system prior to its being
placed back in operation. This will be followed as Inspector Followup Item
80-14-10.

7. New Fuel Receipt Inspection Documentathn.

The inspector reviewed new fuel receipt inspection documentation for fuel
shipments received on February 7, 22, 29, March 7, 14, 17, and 24, 1980.
Specific documents reviewed were FP-302, "New Fuel Assembly Unloading,.

Inspection, Storage, and Container Reclosing", FP-304, " Receiving New
Fuel", and "New Fuel Container Shipment". The inspector noted that numerous
defects were noted by the licensee and that one fuel assembly, NJ0200,
received as part of the February 14, 1980 shipment was returned to the
vendor. In total, the inspection identified twenty-one out of forty-eight
fuel assemblies which had minor defects, in addition, to the one fuel
assembly which was returned. A work request and nonconforming item (NCI)
report were written for each fuel assembly and the reinspections were
documented after finishing the repair action.

8. Witnessing of Refueling Activities
.

The inspector reviewed the checkout of the containment polar crane in
accordance with work request WR 12406, and procedure PM-109, " Inspection
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and Maintenance of Cranes and Hoists". The crane inspection by the licen-
see was augmented by a vendor representative from Pittsburgh Crane and
Horst whose final report had not been received prior to the inspector's
departure. The review indicated that all portions of the procedure had
been completed, although two sections of the document were not completely
signed. Discussions with the licensee identified that the steps had not

- --been- signed-because-of-the-particular-sequence _in_which the sections were
performed. The inspector had no comment on the final document. The
inspector watched the licensee's preparation for removing the reactor
vessel head and the reactor vessel upper intervals package. The setting of
the Indexing Fixture on the vessel tube, the removal of the reactor vessel
upper intervals, and their underwater storage were monitored. The inspector
had no comment on the conduct of these activities by the licensee or by the
B&W personnel. The inspector verified that the official copy of refueling
procedures IP-409 and 501, was being used by the lead refueling supervisor
during the actual refueling operation and that health physics technicians
were performing continuous random surveys of the areas of the reactor
containment where activities were in progress.

9. Outage Maintenance Activities

Major maintenance activities in progress during the inspection included
(a) eddy current inspection of OTSG-B, (b) completion of turbine blade
inspection and (c) steam generator auxiliary feedwater nozzle repair. The
inspector obtained and reviewed copies of the eddy current probe procedure
and observed the inspection activities via a closed circuit television'

monitor station on the lower level of the reactor containment. It was
noted that 964 tubes were inspected and no tube leaks were found. However,
tube to tube sheet leaks were found in the vicinity of twenty tubes at the
upper tube sheet. Preparations were in progress by vendor personnel to
weld repair these leaks.

The turbine blade inspection was completed by Westinghouse and the licensee
was awaiting an official evaluation of the ultrasonic probe data by vendor
parevanel. Initial results revealed no indication of turbine blade root
cracking.

Based on the licensee's response to IEB 79-14, the licensee was removing
all of the emergency feedwater nozzles and rewelding the thermal sleeves to-

the pipe wall or installing a new thermal sleeve assembly within the piping.
The activity had been completed on all seven OTSG-B nozzles and on five of
the seven nozzles for OTSG-A.

The inspectcr also followed the licensee's resolution of various problems
encountered in establishing and maintaining normal atmospheric conditions
inside the reactor containment. This was due to elevated 13 3 particulate
levelsinsidethecontainmentasindicatedattheRMA-6samp$epoint. At
various times and for various' intervals the containment was evacuated on
April 1, 2, 4, 6, and 7 until the licensee was able to establish that the
ventilation ducting inside the containment which is sampled by the RMA-6
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detector was the source of particulate contamination being sensed. The
licensee hypothesized that steam and vapor from the February 26 transient
- carried I

'

j particulate into the ventilation piping and fan / ventilation
. path chang $d prior to the first of April dislodge the deposited particulate
| and resulted in the high activity samples.

The inspector had no comments on any of the-licensee's maintenance -

activities.
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